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Today, parties are a precondition for human life in modern times so that one of the
institutions Among the most effective influence on the process of decision-making
and executive and acts as a link between people and political authority. Societies and
political systems far almost complete conference there about the necessity of
political parties and party democracy as referred Machine gears. In the Islamic
Republic of Iran witnessed the emergence of political parties and groups with ideas
and viewpoints after the victory of the Islamic Revolution were, but after three
decades of the revolution, no political parties literally institutionalized not, and none
of the parties have been unable to work especially true of parties political
participation, political socialization, communication, and political parties have been
heard repeatedly although the vast majority of them have towed the party&39;s
name. Despite the unsuccessful experience of political parties still believe in the
necessity of systematic, organized, formal, legitimate and objective still remains. If
the sick political parties to improve, obstacles overcome the political parties with the
hottest of the elections through ads, debate, dialogue and discussion Drag important
issues and problems and solutions, citizens indifferent become responsible citizens
and moving and more people are choosing to participate and to provide one of the
areas of political development. In this paper, the main research question is that, what
role political parties in elections? In response to this question is that hypothesis, the
researchers said, by removing obstacles to the establishment and institutionalization
of political parties and institutionalized cooperation in the fields provided and one of
the substrates political development will be achieved.
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